
    

Message from the President 

HAMTE Crossroads 
Indiana has made national headlines recently due to the teacher shortage we are
experiencing. In a Washington Post’s piece the headline read “Indiana’s got a prob-
lem: Too many teachers don’t want to work there anymore.” This year many
schools in Indiana found it hard to fill their teaching positions and the number of
teaching licenses issued in Indiana continues to decrease. While a legislative com-
mission to study this has just been formed, this situation is not a surprise at a time
when so many changes in education have made the teaching profession much less
attractive. This is certainly a time when HAMTE members need to work together 
and continue to help improve education in Indiana.

HAMTE members are involved in helping improve mathematics education in many ways. One of our 
initiatives this year was to submit a proposal to host the 2017 PME-NA Conference. We have learned
that our proposal was selected and we will be hosting this conference Oct 5 – 8, 2017. We will be
forming a local organizing committee during our business meeting this October, and I hope that
many of you will be helping with this exciting event. See more details in this newsletter.

We will have some transitions for HAMTE officers this year. This year we will elect a new Newsletter 
Editor. The HAMTE Board was particularly interested in having more graduate student representa-
tion in the HAMTE leadership and I am pleased to see that we have two very strong candidates for 
this office. We should be very thankful for the services that Travis Miller, from University of Indianap-
olis, has provided in his role of Newsletter Editor. During his term we saw the number of newsletters
published increase, and he has been instrumental in maintaining the quality of this important way of
communication for our members. He will be greatly missed by Board members, but we know that he
will continue to serve our organization in different ways. Thanks also goes to Nancy Schoolcraft, cur-
rent chair of the Nominations and Elections Committee, ending her two years of service.

This business meeting will also mark the end of my term as HAMTE President. I have enjoyed serving 
our organization in this role. I am very grateful for the opportunity I had to work with great col-
leagues, and look forward to continue working as Past-President. HAMTE will be in great hands as
Sheryl Stump, from Ball State University, starts her term as HAMTE President at the end of our busi-
ness meeting. Sheryl has been working in Indiana since 1996 and is very knowledgeable of our State 
and teacher education. I have no doubt that HAMTE will continue to thrive under her leadership.

I look forward to seeing all of you at ICTM and the annual HAMTE business meeting.  We will again go
to dinner afterward on Sunday.  Details are below.
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To that end, the leadership team has been discussing the wonderful 

events we have hosted this year.  In particular, an amazing group of 
members presented their work at AMTE this year. Members also had a 
very exciting IMERS this month with wonderful speakers 
(https://hamte.wildapricot.org/event-3159210 ) and presentations by 
graduate students dedicated to building their understanding of the work of 
mathematics education.  Our members continue to host and support the 
Mathematics Teacher Leadership Conference at UIndy on March 22.  
As we have struggled to build time in our busy academic and personal 
lives for an annual retreat, the leadership team wonders if we have 
members willing to commit to planning and/or attending an event.  Thus 
far, we have received many suggestions about dates and activities that 
could take place at a retreat, but finding time to attend seems to be a 
challenge.  That is to be expected with all we do at this time of the year.  It 
may be that our organization does not have the bandwidth to have a 
retreat. We would like to hear from you.  What are your thoughts on the 
idea of a HAMTE spring retreat as the second meeting for our organization 
each year?  Share your thoughts by Clicking on HERE by March 22. 
As you consider what HAMTE can do to support you, we may want to 
attend events hosted by KAMTE including standards summit and statistics 
conference hosted by KAMTE: 
https://kcm.nku.edu/KAMTE/2019AMTE_standards_summit.php 

Members, thank you again for all you do!  I’m looking forward to 
gaining insight into your ideas.  In the meantime, I will be reaching out 
again early next week to ask your help in creating HAMTE feedback to 
REPA 3 educator standards for middle school mathematics. 

Signe 

HAMTE members, 

I am excited that spring is around the corner!  While there 
is still lots to do, I am thinking of all we have done this 
year to support the work of mathematics teacher 
education in the State of Indiana. Of particular 
importance is the role of the organization in the lives and 
work of HAMTE members. 

https://hamte.wildapricot.org/event-3159210
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSchCpxCU__el4LDEzDXvkDNW7ZSxm2-ipgoKVNFZgWZ9dDyiQ/viewform
https://kcm.nku.edu/KAMTE/2019AMTE_standards_summit.php
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As an international doctoral student preparing 
to be a mathematics teacher educator (MTE) 
and mathematics educational researcher 
(MER), I naturally identify myself as an MER. 
However, I have experienced difficulty in 
identifying myself as an MTE. Even though my 
experiences working in two state sponsored 
professional development projects for almost 
three years, teaching prospective teachers 
mathematics content courses, taking teacher 
education courses, and interacting with other 
MTEs fostered my MTE identity formation, I 
sensed that I still had not fully arrived at my 
zone of comfort as an MTE. I tried to find a 
definition that would offer me a clear image of 
an MTE that I could emulate. However, this 
journey did not bring me any closer to the 
center of MTE identity.  I knew I was looking 
for something clear and meaningful, but I 
could not by myself discover what it was. And 
then it was my good fortune to attend the 
twenty-third AMTE conference, where I gained 
the insight I was seeking while attending 
sessions and interacting with MTEs from all 
over the country. Now I more confidently see 
myself as an MTE committed to promoting 
effective mathematics teacher education.  

This was my first time to attend and 
present at the AMTE conference. Before the 
conference, I downloaded the AMTE 2019 free 
conference app and planned my conference 
schedule. The app was easy to negotiate, and 
reading through the title and description of 
each session was enjoyable for me. The AMTE 
committee had organized an exciting program 
of presentations with titles using strong active 
verbs, such as fostering, competing, using, 
examining, supporting, transforming, unpacking, 
learning, overcoming, preparing, exploring,  

capturing, implementing, designing, promoting, 
incorporating, engaging, analyzing, identifying, 
advancing, creating, cultivating, situating, 
rethinking, validating, extending, and building, 
which increased my sense of the math teacher 
education field and reflected its dynamic 
nature. 

My planned schedule initially included 21 
sessions in a 2.5-day conference. I knew it was 
probably unrealistic, but I was unable to 
convince myself to delete any of them based 
only on the title and description. Thus, I 
decided to vote with my feet during the 
conference days. As I am interested in and 
have worked on assessing teacher’s knowledge 
for teaching for years, I attended several 
sessions related to teacher knowledge 
assessment, such as “Validating measures of 
specialized content knowledge for secondary 
mathematics teachers” and “Content 
Alignment of Teacher Knowledge Assessment 
with the Common Core Standards in 
Mathematics.” Listening to the presentations 
and participating in the lively discussions 
within the sessions, on one hand, resonated 
with my concerns about teacher knowledge 
assessment, and on the other hand, gave me a 
more critical perspective on the challenges of 
evaluating teachers’ mathematics knowledge 
with large-scale standardized measurements. I 
also explored some research reports and poster 
sessions in which MTEs shared their 
educational practices, such as creating video 
clip playlists for teaching, conducting teaching 
rehearsals, designing role-play activities, 
implementing STEM curriculum, using 
Facebook for reflections, using videos to 
support teachers’ preparation for their 
certification exam, and so on.  I especially 
enjoyed the poster sessions, where I could 

Attending the AMTE Conference has Reinforced my 
Identity as a Mathematics Teacher Educator 
 
Jinqing Liu|Indiana University Bloomington 
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interact with the presenters personally and get 
to know the whole research story behind their 
posters. I enjoyed discussing with several 
presenters such issues as the value and 
challenges of implementing STEM education, 
incorporating new technologies and social 
media in mathematics education, and inclusion 
of mathematicians, which increased my 
positive perspectives on mathematics 
education, STEM education, and uses of 
technology. I sensed that mathematics 
education will change in ways that we may not 
be able to predict.  

Looking back, I realize that all these 
interactions throughout my participation in the 
conference fostered my identity as an MTE 
because we all shared a passion for promoting 
mathematics teacher education. We faced 
similar challenges, we devoted our energies 
and time to exploring solutions, and we 
contributed to the knowledge base of 
mathematics teacher education via conference 
sharing and publication. Thousands of MTEs 
in this country and internationally are working 
together under a similar mission, and I can 
now see that I am one of them.  

As one of the MTEs, I also presented the 
research studies I conducted with Dr. Enrique 
Galindo, “Examining Teachers’ and Students’ 
Strategy Variability in Ordering Fractions” and 
“Developing a Responsive and Emergent 
Curriculum for Elementary Teachers’ 
Professional Development: Successes and 
Challenges” with Dr. Enrique Galindo and Dr. 
Gina Yoder. The interest showed by the 
audience as well as their suggestions helped 
me realize the value of the efforts I have 
devoted to mathematics teacher education and 
reinforced my sense of community in which 
we, MTEs, come together to share and support 
each other.  

All my experiences at the conference 
contributed to my identity as an MTE, but 
there was one presentation that brought 
together all aspects of being an MTE into the 
answer I had been seeking for years.  Dr. 
Denise Spangler gave the Judith Jacobs Lecture 

entitled “Fundamental Commitments of My 
Work as a Mathematics Teacher Educator.” 
Her slides, including pictures and memorable 
texts, were simple but meaningful. Her stories 
were compelling, and her questions framed to 
evoke deep reflection on one’s own 
commitment as a mathematics teacher 
educator. She invited us to see how we as 
MTEs inspire mathematics teachers to center 
attention on their students’ thinking and 
challenged us to commit to centering on our 
mathematics teachers’ thinking and 
perspectives as we work with them. She shared 
her fundamental commitments to teaching, 
conducting research and offering service in 
mathematics teacher education, vividly 
illustrating her points with her own 
experiences, which touched me deeply. Dr. 
Spangler described how she examined, 
critiqued, and polished her interactions with 
teachers, giving them respect, empathy, love, 
and trust. I agreed with all the points she 
made, and I wished I could do all she did. I am 
grateful to have heard her and now I have her 
as a role model. Although I know that keeping 
to such a high level of commitment in a daily 
base is the most challenging part, I think 
gaining the map of where we should be going 
is an essential beginning. And, at last, I see I 
am taking at least one small step toward being 
the MTE I aspire to be.     

 
(Left to right) Jinqing Liu with Dr. Enrique Galindo and 

Dr. Gina Yoder 



 

 

The Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics (ICTM) publishes a journal twice a year. We 
welcome submissions on a full range of topics in mathematics education from both teacher educators 
and K-12 teachers. The journal contains longer feature articles that are subjected to blind peer review 
before being accepted for publication as well as shorter, departmental articles.  

• Feature articles address a variety of topics and should be no more than 3,000 words in length.  
• Departmental articles should be 750-1,200 words in length and should be submitted to one of 

the following departments: 
o Assessment Avenue — Assessment Avenue is a space for sharing suggestions and 

experiences related to assessment in mathematics education.  
o Coaching Corner—Coaching Corner is a place to share strategies and stories of 

mathematics coaching and teacher leadership.  
o Problem Posers—Problem Posers is a place to share good problems or tasks for PreK-16 

students.  Authors should indicate the grade level(s) for which the problems are intended 
and provide solutions to the problems. (Word count does not apply.) 

o Reader Reflections—Reader Reflections provides an opportunity for teachers to share their 
thoughts about challenges faced in the mathematics classroom or about other issues of 
relevance to PreK-16 mathematics teachers.  

o STEM Stories—Stem Stories is an outlet for sharing experiences with the integration of 
mathematics with science, engineering, and technology in PreK-16 classrooms.  

o Teacher Tales — Teacher Tales is a place to share stories of teachers who are engaging their 
PreK-12 students in doing mathematics.   

o Technology Tips—Technology Tips is a forum for describing innovative uses of technology 
in the teaching and learning of mathematics.  

 
 
Submission Deadlines for 2019: 

• Winter/Spring 2019 issue 
o Feature manuscripts should be submitted by January 1, 2019 
o Departmental manuscripts should be submitted by February 1, 2019 

• Summer/Fall 2019 issue 
o Feature manuscripts should be submitted by July 1, 2019 
o Departmental manuscripts should be submitted by August 1, 2019 

 
 
Submission Guidelines can be found at: 
http://www.ictm.onefireplace.org/page-819122.  
 
 
If you have any questions, contact Doris Mohr (djmohr@usi.edu) or 
Sheryl Stump (sstump@bsu.edu). 

ICTM Call for Manuscripts 

http://ictm.onefireplace.org/


 

 

  

• Visit our website: Please checkout out our new 
website at https://hamte.wildapricot.org. This site 
will replace our current site at hamte.org, so please 
bookmark our new home. With our new page, we 
can now accept ONLINE MEMBERSHIP 
ENROLLMENT! There are options to enroll for one 
year, or for three-years at a time for a slight 
discount. Current (and some past) members have 
already been entered into the system and should 
be receiving emails from WildApricot telling you it 
is time to renew your dues. Another email will go 
out one week before the business meeting. The link 
sent in this email will help you create a password 
and join the site. Then you can pay for membership 
using the "Join Us" link.  If you do not receive this 
email, you can still Join Us with this link at any 
time! Please share our new site! 

§ Join a Working Group / Committee or suggest a 
new topic to connect and collaborate with others 
across the state in order to address crucial issues 
in the field of mathematics education!  

o Elementary Math Specialists Task Force 
§ Facilitator: Sheryl Stump,  

sstump@bsu.edu 
o IMERS Planning Committee 

§ Please contact Lane Bloome to join, 
lbloome@purdue.edu  

 
§ Submit an article and/or teaching methods or 

ideas to the newsletter, HAMTE Crossroads. You 
can also write an article for the newsletter section 
called “Thinking Equity in Mathematics Education.” 
Email your submissions or questions to Elizabeth 
Suazo Flores, the new Newsletter Editor, at 
esuazo@purdue.edu. We publish Fall and Spring 
editions. 

 

Become a 
hamte member ! 

 
Become a new member or 
renew your existing HAMTE 
membership at 
https://hamte.wildapricot.org 
 
Membership Cost:  
Regular Member: $20  
Student, Emeritus Faculty: $10 
 
You can also pay by cash or 
check at the annual HAMTE 
business meeting. 
 
The membership year runs 
November to November (to 
coincide with our annual fall 
meeting). 
 
 

Connect with HAMTE! 

https://hamte.wildapricot.org/
https://purdue.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6LRx3mBKmzYSmpL
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IMERS took place a few weeks ago on March 1st with around 
35 attendees. Dr. Greg Larnell from University of Illinois at 
Chicago was the keynote speaker and invited us to think 
about the critical foxes and hedgehogs metaphors for our 
roles in mathematics education research. During the day we 
had the opportunity to attend to 18 sessions that ranged 
between studies under-design, in-progress, complete. A 
couple of ideas discussed were mathematics teacher 

education 
preparation, K-12 
and college degree students’, and mathematics teacher 
educators’ learning experiences. We also had the 
opportunity to learn from a panel of mathematics teacher 
educators across Indiana that led by Andrew Gatza. In the 
panel, Andrew invited faculty to discuss conceptions of 
“equity” and the ways they enact “equity” in their teaching 
and research as a way to connect national conversations of 
“equity” in mathematics education to local and state 
initiatives. The panel included Dr.’s Amy Hackenberg (IUB), 

Signe E. Kastberg (Purdue and HAMTE President), Jean Lee (U Indy and ICTM president), Crystal 
Morton (IUPUI and Benjamin Bannekar Association President-Elect), Jill Newton (Purdue), and Craig 
Willey (IUPUI). The closing session was led by Dr. Sarah Theule Lubienski from Indiana University 
Bloomington. Sarah shared her experiences conducting research during her career and emphasized 
how she has taken opportunites to explore, but always come back to her core research interests. Sarah 
also shared some advice for early career scholars.  
 
Many thanks to the organization committee for all their efforts planning this event!  
 

We had a blast at IMERS 2019 
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Jere Confrey visited 
Purdue University 
 
Jere Confrey visited Purdue on January 16 -19. 
Jere met individually with graduate students 
and researchers at Purdue and offered two 
talks titled, The dilemma of meeting students 
learning needs versus addressing grade-level 
expectations: How learning trajectories can help 
address the tensions, and STEM education in a 
precarious world. Mahtob Aqazade was one of 
the graduate students who individually met 
with Jere and below she narrates her 
experiences. 

As a graduate student in mathematics 
education, the first article I read from Jere 
Confrey was A theory of intellectual development 
published in For the Learning of Mathematics 
journal in 1994. As I try to find my own 
research path in this discipline, her 
interpretations of Piaget and Vygotsky’s 
perspectives not only enlighten my 
understanding of learning through these 
lenses, but also motivated me to think of my 
own interpretations. How do I think children 
learn mathematics? How can 
I learn about children 
learning? 

In January, graduate students 
in mathematics education at 
Purdue had the greatest 
opportunity to meet with Jere 
individually and discuss 
their insights about research 
and teaching in mathematics 
education. At my meeting 
with her, I started by saying: 
I am interested in student 

mathematical learning and how their thinking 
process is always fascinating and valuable to 
me. I told her about a research project that I am 
involved in with my advisor Dr. Laura 
Bofferding, how we implemented it, and our 
findings and puzzles of student learning. Jere 
shared her experiences and knowledge about 
mathematical learning trajectories related to 
my concept of interest. As she shared with me 
references of similar research studies, I tried to 
connect the pieces of my research puzzle of 
how I think students learn. We talked about 
different instructional methods or strategies 
that could tackle student thinking and reflected 
my curiosity about student thinking. She 
discussed with me her recent project, “The 
Dilemma of Meeting Students Learning Needs 
vs. Addressing Grade-level Expectations: How 
Learning Trajectories Can Help Address the 
Tensions” zooming in to the information 
related to my research interest. Even though 
meeting with Jere was short, sharing my 
limited experiences with research and teaching 
in mathematics education was insightful. 
 

 

Coming up… 
 

Dr. Erna Yackel will be visiting Purdue University on March 25, 2019 in B212 from 3:30 - 5:20pm. Dr. 
Yackel is an important part of Purdue’s legacy in mathematics education and we are thrilled to have her 
come and share this story with us! 
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Thinking Equity in Mathematics Education 

Becoming a High School Mathematics Teacher While 
Navigating Students’ Realities 
 
Benito Martinez | Providence Cristo Rey High School 
 

     In my last year or so of high school I 
decided that I wanted to become a teacher, and 
since I had success in my mathematics 
coursework I applied to the mathematics 
education program at Purdue 
University.  While working on my 
undergraduate degree I began to enjoy pure 
mathematics, and so I finished with two 
bachelor degrees: mathematics education and 
mathematics. For a few reasons I had decided 
to apply to a graduate program in 
mathematics, and so started a journey with a 
few winds and turns.  What made me 
ultimately desert the mathematics field was 
what had initially brought me to the field of 
mathematics education.  In reflecting on my 
experiences as a mathematics learner in my 
graduate program, I now realize that I was 
developing a lack of confidence, and ultimately 
was finding no success in my 
coursework.  Why pursue a degree that felt like 
I had to compete with others, and that 
implicitly shunned a lack of understanding?  
Why continue down this path of feeling like I 
was on stage to perform mathematics, instead 
of discussing and engaging with others in 
mathematics? 
At the time, I was not able to quite pin down 
what entirely was going wrong, but the 
feelings I was experiencing were enough to 
make me search for a different path. 

During my last year as an undergraduate, I 
was fortunate to meet Dr. Melike Yigit 
Koyunkaya, and recalled her discussing how 
she was a graduate student in the computer 
science program, and ultimately transitioned to 
the mathematics education program. Her  
 

 experiences resonated with my own experiences 
in the mathematics department, so I decided to 
reach out for help.  This resulted in me getting 
to know some of the mathematics education 
faculty, and led to me enrolling in the master’s 
degree in mathematics education program. 

In the mathematics education program I 
learned many things about “doing” 
mathematics. I specifically enjoyed discussing 
ideas with my colleagues and seeing how we 
understand mathematics concepts in different 
ways. The sense of community was compelling 
and made me realize that this was something I 
did not experience while being in the 
mathematics department. This created a sense of 
moving away from performing to 
understanding people’s mathematics, which is 
what I think started restoring my confidence as 
a mathematics learner. After graduating with a 
master’s degree in mathematics education, I felt 
ready and eager to teach high school 
mathematics. 

As a high school mathematics teacher, I have 
felt many times tensions between who you want 
to be as a teacher and how you react to others’ 
expectations and requirements. For example, I 
have been asked to follow strict lesson plans 
that do not allow me time to have students’ 
discussions, or required going down a rigid 
path (although I am fortunate now to be offered 
a great deal of autonomy in my current 
position).  Even though I experienced 
mathematics classes in a new way during my 
master’s program, I still sometimes catch myself 
going back to old habits. This internal struggle is 
something that I believe many new teachers 
face, as we use our own experiences to inform 
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what actions we take in the classroom (and 
years of mathematics performance can be 
challenging to break). Below, I describe some 
of my experiences as a mathematics teacher.   

During my second year of teaching, I 
transitioned from a traditional public high 
school to a private catholic high school. I recall 
being somewhat intimidated by the change, as 
I had no prior experience of any kind with this 
type of school, even though the students were 
similar demographically. I think when making 
any kind of transition (professionally or 
otherwise), there is always some level of 
discomfort, although I know liken this 
experience to that of the students experiencing 
a new teacher for the first time. 

For me, part of the nervousness was around 
new expectations, a new structure, and even 
facing new students; however, the students are 
also entering into this relationship 
blindly.  This is especially true I think in my 
case, as I am a larger somewhat burly man 
who teaches mathematics.  This presents a 
number of factors that could (and probably to 
some extent did) intimidate my new students 
during our first semester together.  For me, 
relationship building is an essential part of 
teaching, and is one area that I believe I strive.  
Reflecting on this now, I can recall how trust 
was gradually established between myself and 
my students throughout the course of my first 
year at this school.  When students trust their 
teachers and can confide in them, there is a 
new type of understanding that occurs that has 
an impact on how the teacher interacts with 
their students. 

To reflect on this notion, I will describe 
interactions that I have had with a particular 
student over approximately the last year and a 
half.  I met Samantha (pseudonym) during her 
junior year of high school in my Algebra II 
class, and noticed that she would often become 
frustrated with herself over small mistakes she 
would make in class.  It is worth noting that 
many students that we serve (or that come 
from similar demographics) have mathematics 
deficits that are not necessarily a byproduct of 

their actions or behaviors.  Samantha caught 
my attention because of her persistence, 
despite the fact that I often have heard her say 
“I really hate math,” or “math sucks.” In my 
mind, some of Samantha’s frustrations stem 
from these earlier challenges in mathematics 
(e.g. unfamiliarity with working with fractions, 
difficulty combining like terms); her potential 
was clear, and she had the drive to work hard 
in my class.  Even with some deficits from 
previous mathematics coursework she 
continued to challenge herself and work 
diligently to develop her mathematical 
abilities. 

This year, I have continued on as 
Samantha’s mathematics teacher, now in the 
context of the Pre-Calculus / Trigonometry 
sequence.  During this year, Samantha’s 
behaviors and attitudes have fluctuated, at 
times working with the intensity as the 
previous year. After some time, I decided to 
approach her to know more about what may 
be going on in her life. I learned that this year 
she started a new job, to help save money for 
herself as well as contribute to her household. 
Samantha shared that she has to work in the 
evening, and sometimes does not get home 
and ready for bed until around midnight.  This 
presents a particularly challenging situation, as 
the next day she is up at 5:30am to get ready to 
come to the school. As her teacher I am faced 
with a dilemma, how can I ask her to learn 
trigonometry as a student when she is 
rightfully sleepy and tired? This in conjunction 
with the reality that it is my job to ask her to 
learn particular mathematics concepts leads to 
me question why we as teachers spend time on 
a concept, and not working on trying to 
develop our students’ confidence and faith in 
the future. 

Samantha is one example of my students in 
the school. My experiences as a mathematics 
learner and teacher have brought me to see her 
and others in my classrooms. This sometimes 
creates a sense of feeling overwhelmed as I try 
to do my job of being a mathematics teacher, 
and engage my students in discussions that 
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build their confidence in mathematics (and in their learning in general). As I finish this reflection, I 
leave you with some of my questions that emerge from writing this. How do you get more of the 
individual in the context of teaching for the standards? For example, there are several Indiana 
standards related to conics in Trigonometry, so how do you teach conics and relate the concept to 
students’ lives? How do we help students like Samantha, who are persistent, hard workers, and want 
to study in college to overcome the gatekeeper that mathematics is? These are questions that are 
constantly on my mind as I try to be the mathematics teacher I want to be within the structures and 
experience that shape me.  

 

The Author 

 
Benito Martinez is a high school mathematics teacher at Providence Cristo 

Rey High School, located in downtown Indianapolis. He was born and raised 
in Indianapolis, and now takes pride in working with students that come 

from a similar background in learning mathematics. His current interests with 
respect to teaching center on motivation and engagement in classrooms.  

Coming up… 
 
The Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics invites submissions for the 2019 ICTM 
conference. The conference will be September 29th - 30th, 2019, at the Marriott East, 
Indianapolis Indiana. The conference committee encourages HAMTE members to submit 
proposals for sessions for the HAMTE strand, but also sessions in which you share your 
experiences and expertise with Indiana teachers. Conference registration for one lead presenter 
per session is complimentary. If you have any questions you may contact Enrique Galindo 
(egalindo@indiana.edu). Deadline: Proposals are due April 30th, 2019. Submission system to open 
March 31st, 2019.  
 
For conference updates or for the link to submit proposals please visit the ICTM web site at: 
http://ictm.onefireplace.org/ 
 
ICTM 2019 Conference Committee  
Enrique Galindo, Indiana University (Conference Chair) 
Bryan Passwater, Lebanon Senior High School 
Scott Staley, Carmel High School  
Sheryl Stump, Ball State University 
Pavneet Bharaj, Indiana University 
Patrick Eggleton, Taylor University.  

http://ictm.onefireplace.org/
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What is happening around campuses? 
 
Indiana University, Bloomington 
 
Dr. Enrique Galindo from Indiana University was elected Board Member-at-Large for the Association 
of Mathematics Teacher Educator. His term will be for three years and it started at the end of the 2019 
AMTE Conference in Orlando. He will be liaison for committees in the AMTE Professional Learning 
Division. See AMTE election results: https://amte.net/election2018. 
 
Presentations and publications by some of the IUB mathematics educators: 
 

Galindo E., Yoder G., Liu J. & Bharaj P. (February 2019). Developing a responsive and emergent 
curriculum for elementary teachers‚ professional development: Successes and challenges. Presentation at 
Association of Mathematics Teachers Educators 23rd Annual AMTE Conference, Orlando, Florida. 
 
Jacobson E., Savich T., Bharaj P., & Ahmad F. (March 2019). Mistakes - I have made a few! 
Reconceptualizing misconceptions for a critical world. Presentation at Eighth Annual Indiana 
Mathematics Education Research Symposium (IMERS), Indianapolis, IN. 
 
Bharaj P. & Jacobson E. (March 2019). Measurement invariance of knowledge about fractions: Do 
elementary teachers in K-3 have the same pedagogical content knowledge as those in grades 4-6? 
Presentation at Eighth Annual Indiana Mathematics Education Research Symposium (IMERS), 
Indianapolis, IN. 
 
Bharaj P. (February 2019). My journey as an international teacher educator. Presentation at Curriculum 
and Instruction Research and Creative Activity Symposium (CIRCAS), Bloomington, IN. 
 
Jacobson E., Landy D., Ahmad F., Bharaj P., & Savich T. (February 2019). Elementary preservice 
teachers‚ understanding of multiple representations of linear function. Poster presentation at Curriculum 
and Instruction Research and Creative Activity Symposium (CIRCAS), Bloomington, IN. 
 
Dennis B., Buggs C., Grandy J., Otero J.C., Lloyd K., Mull-Skaggs L., Bharaj P., Steup R., Hoffman S., 
Pinherio W.A., & Ixta Z. (February 2019). Exploring toxic graduate school experiences. Workshop at 
Curriculum and Instruction Research and Creative Activity Symposium (CIRCAS), Bloomington, 
IN. 

 
University of Indianapolis 
 

Presentations by some of the University of Indianapolis and IU Bloomington mathematics 
educators: 
 
Galindo, E. & Lee Jean (April 2019). Getting the most out of your PBL unit by using the Six As and 3 
Rs. Session presented at NCTM Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. 
 

https://amte.net/election2018
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Lee, J. & Taylor, C. (April 2019). Leveraging reasoning and intuition when life gives you lemons. 
Session presented at NCTM Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. 
 
Taylor, C. & Lee Jean (April 2019). Ready, set, launch: Harnessing the power of productive struggle. 
Workshop presented at NCTM Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. 
 
John Sommers with a group of colleagues from Texas Woman’s University, University of Nebraska, 
Rowan and Radford Universities led a session at AMTE 2019 called Challenges to teaching with 
technology. John is also using SWIVLs (videos) to capture teacher candidates' and students' 
mathematical discourse and questions. 

 
Taylor University 
 

Patrick Eggleton presented at ICTM 2018 a session called Great Desmos math activities and will be 
presenting at the Association of Christians in the Mathematical Sciences (ACMS) two sessions 
called Developing mathematicians: The benefits of weaving spiritual and disciplinary discipleship and 
Factors that motivate students to learn mathematics. For those who would like to know more about 
ACMS click here.  

 
Purdue University 
 
Presentations and publications by some of the Purdue Mathematics educators: 
 

Bofferding, L., Aqazade, M., Chen, L., Kocabas, S., & Haiduc, A. (2019, January). First and third 
graders’ explanations of programming commands. Paper presented at the Fourth Annual Indiana 
STEM Education Conference. Lafayette, IN. 
 
Chen, L.& Bofferding, L. (2019, February). Connecting whole-number reasoning to integer 
reasoning on subtractive negation and additive identity problems. Paper presented at the 10th 
UIUC Annual College of Education Graduate Student Conference. Urbana-Champaign, IL. 
 
Kersey, E., Max, B., Akarsu, M., Bloome, L., Suazo, E., & Hoffman, A. J. (2019). Use of written  
curriculum in applied calculus. International Journal of Research in Education and Science (IJRES), 5(2), 
457-467. 
 
Max, B., & Amstutz, M. (2019). The intersection of MET II content domains and mathematical  
knowledge for teaching in mathematics content for elementary teachers courses. Issues in the 
Undergraduate Mathematics Preparation of School Teachers: The Journal, volume 1 Content knowledge, 
1-7. Retrieved from http://www.k-
12prep.math.ttu.edu/journal/1.contentknowledge/volume.shtml 
Max, B., Newton, J., & Fitch, J. (2019 January) STEM Talks: Number Talks Reimagined. Paper 
presented at the Fourth Annual Indiana STEM Education Conference. Lafayette, IN. 
 
Newton, J., Senk, S., Maeda, Y, & Alexander, V. (2018). Report from a national survey of secondary 
mathematics teacher education programs: Focus on algebra. AMTE Connections, 28(2). Retrieved 
from https://amte.net/connections/2018/12/report-national-survey-secondary-mathematics-
teacher-education-programs-focus 

https://acmsonline.org/
http://www.k-12prep.math.ttu.edu/journal/1.contentknowledge/volume.shtml
https://amte.net/connections/2018/12/report-national-survey-secondary-mathematics-teacher-education-programs-focus
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A NOTE ABOUT PERSPECTIVES SHARED: 
The perspectives presented in articles within issues of HAMTE Crossroads represent the views of individual authors and do not 

necessarily represent the views and positions of the HAMTE organization. 

Coming up… 
 
Girls Excelling in Math & Science (GEMS) Day at Purdue University on March 22, 2019. About 
80 girls, teachers, and leaders will engage in a day of STEM activities. We're hoping that other 
universities in Indiana might join us in this work! Contact Jill Newton (janewton@purdue.edu), 
Sue Ellen Richardson (richa114@purdue.edu), or Lili Zhou (zhou756@purdue.edu) for more 
information.  
 
Girls STEM Institute: Transforming Lives Through a Holistic Approach (a virtual roundtable) 
Tue, April 23, 2019 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM EST 
Here is the link to register https://www.eventbrite.com/e/girls-stem-institute-transforming-
lives-through-a-holistic-approach-tickets-53348764591 
For the past five years, Dr. Crystal Morton has worked with girls from historically marginalized 
groups and their families through her work with Girls STEM Institute. She centers her work 
around the needs and wants of those who invite her to their tables. When talking about any work 
related to Girls STEM Institute, it is imperative to prioritize the voice of the girls and their 
parents/caregivers--to not approach them as an outsider coming in to "fix" something that is 
broken, but rather as an authentic partner coming alongside parents/caregivers and the girls as 
they work out the vision they have for their lives. This virtual roundtable will provide an 
overview of Girls STEM Institute Give an evaluation of the program's impact. 
 
 
 
 

 

Upcoming Events 
 
 

• Mathematics Teacher Leadership Conference at UIndy: March 22 

• AERA Conference: April 5-9, Toronto, Canada 

• International Congress for Qualitative Inquiry (ICQI): May 15-18, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL 

• United States Conference on Teaching Statistics (USCOTS) at Penn State 
University, State College: May 16-18 

• The Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics (ICTM) at Marriott East, 
Indianapolis Indiana: September 29th-30th 

• PME-NA: November 14-17, St. Louis, MO 

 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/girls-stem-institute-transforming-lives-through-a-holistic-approach-tickets-53348764591
https://hamte.wildapricot.org/event-3159151
http://www.aera19.net/
https://icqi.org/
https://www.causeweb.org/cause/uscots/uscots19
http://ictm.onefireplace.org/
https://web.cvent.com/event/2b6a9739-5624-41a3-8134-763bfebe1738/summary



